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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

12 May: Annual Plant Sale from 11.00 a.m. to 
3.00 p.m. in Braes Hall.  This is a new 
venue for this event which normally takes 
place at St Columba’s Church. 

12/13 May: Braes Open Gardens from 11.00 a.m. to 
4.00 p.m. each day. A member will be 
collecting for a cancer charity and offering 
refreshments.

Further details of both events will be forwarded in due course.

Alison Smit

Answers for the word search

Bee, Wasps, Worms, Butterflies, Ladybirds, Beetles, Garden Ants, Toads, Damselfly, Frogs,
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Hello Members,

It seems that we have had a proper winter this year and, as a 
consequence, may have lost a few plants to the freeze-drying 
process. However, there are few complaints about all that 
sunshine in February.

Thankfully the sunny, dry weather encompassed the day of 
Stephen Bungard’s talk on 23 February on “Where do plants 
belong?” Accordingly we had a reasonable turnout and most of 
those attending really appreciated the more scientific approach 
of the presentation. So thank you Stephen.

Unfortunately, the decent travelling weather did not assist 
numbers attending the usually outstandingly well supported 
Gardeners’ Question Time. Perhaps this was due to the 
widespread illness at the time. As ever, I came away with 
several pointers to improving my gardening. A big thank you to 
the panel of experts: David Maclean, Calina Macdonald, 
Andrew Peters, Ron Johnson and Archie Edwards for chairing 
the session. By the way, if you didn’t make it that day and 
haven’t paid this year’s membership, please get in touch to 
make sure that you are still on the mailing list.

In between these events, your committee has been organising 
the 2018-2019 programme, which will be available shortly. 
Being aware of the general resistance to coach trips involving 
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avoid use of plastics in the teabags. PG Tips are the latest 
company to agree to cease using non-biodegradable material 
in teabags. I believe the Co-op have already done so, but don’t 
quote me. Let’s hope that we’ll soon be able to compost all 
teabags – or maybe go back to using loose tea.

Rose Hill

HELP REJUVENATE A GARDEN

Tigh Na Drochaid Resource centre in Portree is in the very 
fortunate position of having a lovely garden. This area has 
great potential to become a community garden, where 
vegetables and plants could be grown in the raised beds, the 
polytunnel and greenhouse, and the flower beds could be filled 
with sensory plants which could be enjoyed by everyone who 
comes to Tigh Na Drochaid as well as the wider community.

There is a small group of people already engaged in very early 
planning, and we are looking for experienced gardeners/
growers who have the time and enthusiasms to advise and 
support the project, as well as willing hands who may have 
some time to help get the garden in a fit state for the start of the 
project.

For more information and to express and interest please 
contact – Jean Macrae, Public Health Practitioner on 
01599530945 or email jean.macrae@nhs.net
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Johnston, who will be judging the Adult Classes, will have 
plants for sale. Regretfully, due to unforeseen circumstances, 
Jess Donaldson will now be unable to judge the Young 
People’s Classes.  Her place will be taken by Jo-ann Cherry.  
Following the AGM, soup, refreshments and home baking will 
be available.

Tom Smit

SNIPPETS FROM THE PRESIDENT

Getting Bogged Down.

My entire garden is bog, boulders and bedrock, which has 
presented a challenge for growing the plants I like. Last autumn 
the boggy corner was relieved of a solid clump of mombretia 
and a land drain positioned to line up with the outside ditch. 
The growing area (hopefully!) was squelchy clay. In order to 
open up the clay I put on a 4-5 inch layer of 4 year composted 
tree shreddings. To dig it in would have been impossible, a bit 
like cake mix, and would have compressed it further, so I 
covered the whole lot with geotextile for 6 months until this 
week.

To my delight the worms have done their work and mixed in the 
compost with the clay which looks favourable for a successful 
corner. Only have to do the planting now.

Teabags

Ever wondered why the odd teabag appears in the flower bed 
from your compost? It is an unfortunate sign of the times that 
plastic is becoming involved in so many things including teabag 
reinforcement. The bags are then not compostable.

However, the campaigning organisation 38 Degrees (among 
others) has been applying pressure to the big tea producers to 
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lengthy pick up schedules before getting off the island, we will 
again rely on members’ cars this year. Please do not be put off 
if you don’t have a car, just let us know if you need transport on 
the summer outing, or to any other events. We’re here to help!
I hope that you enjoy the items in this newsletter. Please 
feedback your thoughts on the articles. Jo-ann would love to 
hear from the children too.

Happy gardening.

Rose Hill

GROWING ROSES IN SKYE

The gardens this year have really suffered from the cold winds 
but don't despair, it is amazing how plants recover. It is such a 
pleasure to see the snowdrops, crocus, daffodils and shrubs 
such as Hamamelis, Mahonia and Sarococca with the beautiful 
scent in full bloom at this time of year.

A question I am often asked is can we grow roses in Skye as
the new growth tends to die back in the spring. The main 
problem is the wet conditions. Roses like well-drained soil, but 
there are certain types of roses that do better than others.

Ramblers and climbers come on the top of my list; if one does 
not have a wall or trellis to support the roses, they will grow up 
trees or through large shrubs. The difference between a 
climber and a rambler is ramblers need more support as they 
have lax growth whereas climbers are more upright.

My second choice is shrub roses. These just grow like shrubs, 
flower twice in the season, have hips in the autumn and also 
good autumn colour in the foliage. There is a huge selection of 
varieties that can be used.

Floribunda and Hybrid tea Roses will grow on Skye but I find 
one is limited to the varieties that will grow as there is so much 
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die back in the winter. Patio Roses, a small tose, actually do 
very well in pots with plenty of drainage. Groundcover roses 
also do well.

Pruning is important - ramblers and climbers should be pruned
in September or October, cutting out all the old flowering 
shoots. The new growth will produce the flowers in the 
following summer. Shrub roses, prune as a Shrub, in October 
to March, cutting out any old thick shoots to the ground and any 
crossing branches.

HT and Floribunda Roses should be pruned by cutting the tops 
off in November to stop wind rock, then again in early April.
Hybrid Tea Roses should be cut down to between five to seven
buds and Floribunda Roses cut down to seven to nine buds.
Prune patio roses in the same manner.

When growing roses, it is important that they are planted in a
good well-drained soil rich in compost, and a rose feed applied 
in May will help to promote the plant’s growth.

The main diseases roses tend to suffer from are mildew, black 
spot and rust. These can all be treated with appropriate sprays 
early in the season. Also rose sickness can be a problem.
This arises when roses have been grown in the same bed for 
too long and therefore need a new position.

So, with appropriate management and care that take account of 
the conditions appertaining to your location roses can be grown 
in Skye.

David Maclean

WEEDS

Following my talk on “Where do Plants Belong?” I am asking 
members of the Skye Gardening Society to tell me what weeds 
they have in their gardens.  BSBI’s “Atlas 2020” project to map 
the distribution of plants in the wild throughout the British Isles 
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EDITORIAL

Turning my thoughts “once again” to try to find a few words to 
best describe my view of the weather since the last edition of 
the MIDGE, I am left with just two adjectives, namely cold and 
windy. This last winter, hopefully we have seen the last of it, 
was my twelfth in Skye and, without a doubt, the worst our 
garden has had to experience. Sadly, this has resulted in some 
losses, cistus, ceanothus, buddlejas – both patio and Black 
Night with concern remaining over a cytisus (pineapple tree).  
Whether further losses will show themselves in the coming 
days, time will tell.  Hopefully, your losses have been few, if at 
all.

Much of my winter action plan for the garden remains in the 
“still to be completed or not yet started” box.  I guess I am not 
the only gardener on Skye in such a position.  But that does not 
prevent the side-ways glance from the boss which seems to 
say “it’s not that cold surely”.  It reflects my inner thoughts but 
surely retirement must include some benefits!!!

On a positive note, the long cold 
period has delayed some plants 
budding which have previously 
suffered during a brief cold 
snap.  The actinidia is a case in 
mind. Despite what nature 
throws at us it never ceases to 
amaze me how each spring sees the start of a garden’s return 
to its former beauty with the flowering of the spring bulbs.

Talking of spring, this leads me nicely to the Spring Show which 
is fast approaching us and to be held on 21st of this month in 
the Minginish Hall at 12.30 p.m.  As this will be the first time the 
Society has held an event at the Hall, the Committee hopes you 
will come and support what we hope will be the first of many.  
Setting up will be from 11.00 a.m.  In another first, Ron 
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these chemicals may not be available or be too expensive for 
all households.

Potato planting time varies greatly from area to area within 
the Highlands and is dependent on weather and soil conditions, 
but the optimum time is early to mid-Spring (March to mid-
May). If you have the luxury of a polytunnel, you can plant 
potatoes anytime from January onwards but it is important to 
keep them frost free. In open ground emerging potatoes 
should be covered with horticultural fleece if there is any 
danger or forecast of frost. It should be noted that although 
frost will kill off any emerging haulms, it will not usually kill off 
the potato and they will grow again, albeit much later and with 
less yield. 

Harvesting – Early potatoes should be ready to harvest once 
the tuber flowers have faded. Young potatoes have a fragile, 
flaky skin and as they mature the skin sets. Main crop potatoes 
need to be kept in the ground for as long as possible to 
produce skins which will be thick enough to survive long term 
storage. This usually happens once the foliage dies down, but 
to check if they are ready, dig up one or two potatoes and try 
rubbing the skin, if it flakes off easily, the potato is not yet ready. 
Main crop potatoes should be lifted by the end of October if 
possible and certainly before the winter rains begin. Once lifted, 
they should be allowed to dry off and then stored in either 
hessian bags or wooden boxes and stored in a dark, cool, dry, 
frost and pest free environment. Traditionally, potatoes were 
harvested and stored in a “clamp” made up of heaped straw 
and earth, but it is much easier nowadays to store them inside 
in suitable conditions.   No bruised, diseased or damaged 
potatoes should ever be stored as they will soon infect the 
entire harvest.

Recommended reading:    Alan Romans - “Guide to Seed 
Potato Varieties” and “The Potato Book” 

Calina MacDonald
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has only two seasons left to run and it includes weeds found in 
gardens.

What I need is what, where, who and when, i.e. species, 
address or grid reference, your name and date. Some weeds 
are not as easy to identify as you might think e.g. there are 
several different red dead-nettles, but I am very happy to 
receive images or specimens (fresh or pressed) in order to 
identify them. If need be, I will come and see what you have.

It was a pleasure to meet some of you at my talk and I hope 
you can help me with this. Of course, if you want to tell me 
about plants in the wild, that too is very welcome.

Stephen Bungard (Recorder for the Botanical Society of 
Britain and Ireland)

suisnish@waitrose.com
Ceòl-na-Mara, Isle of Raasay, IV40 8NX.
01478 660248

THIS EDITIONS CULINARY DELIGHT

Beetroot and Apple Chutney

Following on from the October 2017 edition, I thought it would 
be appropriate to maintain the chutney theme, this time using 
beetroot alongside the apples.

Ingredients:

2 kilo of cooked beetroot 1 large onion
1 kilo of cooking apples 1 teaspoon of salt
500g of sugar 1 desert spoon of allspice
1 chopped deseeded chilli 600ml of white vinegar
6 peppercorns and 6 cloves in a tied muslin bag (an emptied 
clean tea bag works).
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Method:

1. Dice the beetroot and apple into small cubes.
2. Finely chop the onion.
3. Put all the ingredients into a pan, bring to the boil and 

simmer for 30 to 40 mins or until well cooked.
4. Stir occasionally to prevent burning.

Spoon into warm clean jars (Makes around 5 to 6 450g
jars).

5. Cap and label.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CORNER

Word Search

Hi there everyone, here is another word search for 
you. The last one was about garden pests but this 
one is about the animals which are useful to our 
gardens. There are ten creatures and be aware that 
some letters may be used twice. The words go up, 
down, across, forwards and backwards. Good luck 
and the answers are at the end of the Midge.

D Z C X W V N M L J S H

A B Q A D S D A O T G W

M R U L K S T Y N B F O

S S Y T L G H A J E Z R

E P K D T R N W X E B M

L S P U Y E F F C T N S

F A F K D O R I U L Y X

L W E R C O A F L E H G

I B A F G H L C L S Q B

E G J S T Q O X B I W E

S D R I B Y D A L U E E

C I O K I T I Z V R P S
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Preparation and planting - In general, potatoes yield best on 
stone free, enriched, moisture retentive soil and it is important 
to pay particular attention to weed control during the growing 
season. The planting ground should be well prepared, either by 
digging, rotovating or ploughing, preferably a couple of weeks 
before planting when your preferred fertiliser should also be 
added (commercially available potato fertiliser, animal dung, 
well-rotted seaweed etc.). The potato tubers can be “chitted” 
(sprouted) beforehand by being put in trays or similar 
receptacle in a cool and light situation from beginning of 
February to encourage the sprouts to grow earlier – this is 
thought to give a better crop, but I have used both chitted and 
unchitted seed of the same variety, planted at the same time, 
and the yields were no different!

Potatoes need space to grow well – 2lbs of potatoes require 
about 3-4 square feet of soil. They should be planted in shallow 
trenches, individual holes or drills, about 3-4 inches deep and 
12 inches apart for earlies, and 15 -24 inches apart for main
crop, depending on the space available. The seed should be 
planted with the sprouts uppermost and covered with at least 2 
inches of soil. Once the shoots start to appear more soil should 
be added or drawn up over the potato to form a ridge and this 
“earthing up” process should continue, approximately every two 
weeks, until the foliage meets between the rows or covers the 
growing container.

Potatoes also require a regular amount of water during their 
growing period and a lack of irrigation or irregular watering can 
lead to a variety of problems e.g. common scab, hollow heart 
etc. Blight can be a problem in some areas in mid-summer and 
during certain weather conditions, with eelworm, wire worms 
and leatherjackets also creating problems in previously 
uncultivated grassland. Modern, disease-resistant varieties are 
available to try where these pests and diseases are a problem. 
Applications of chemical treatments at optimum times can 
control weeds and prevent destruction by potato blight, but 
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Earlies which follow on after the First Earlies (approx. 110-120 
days from planting to harvest) and Main Crop (approx. 125-140 
days from planting to harvest).

Main crop potatoes are the ones which go into long-term 
storage for use over the winter or for sale in the next season 
whilst First and Second Earlies are used directly from 
harvesting, i.e. straight from the ground for sale or processing. 
However, there are also Salad Potatoes which can fall into any 
or all of the categories and are specific varieties e.g. Charlotte, 
Ratte, Pink Fir, Apple etc.); Early Main Crop which come after 
the Second Earlies but before the Main crop and Late Main 
crop which are usually the last ones to be planted and the best 
ones for keeping in storage, e.g. Rooster and Golden Wonder.  

The methods of cultivation of potatoes can vary from area to 
area and be dependent on soil conditions e.g. in the Western 
Isles the sandy, free draining “machair” soil on the western 
seaboard is the recognised optimum ground for potato growing, 
whilst in the north east mainland, the black, rich, loamy soil  
found around the Black Isle is recognised as giving the best 
yield and “dryness” for certain varieties, whilst in Barra a 
number of crofters still practise a form of lazy beds for the 
cultivation of their potato crop because of the shallow, rocky 
ground.  You can also plant individual potatoes in almost any 
container that is fairly deep, spacious, and light resistant – I 
have even grown them in a “tyre tower” using discarded vehicle 
tyres! - so long as there is sufficient bottom drainage and space 
to grow.

Planting potatoes as a first “crop” on a new site is a recognised 
way of clearing and breaking up previously uncultivated ground, 
due to the deep root system, although this should not be taken 
as a yardstick to ignore weeds as greater yields will be 
achieved from fertile, moisture retentive ground that is stone 
and weed free.
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Once you have identified the animals can you say how they are 
useful in the garden? Here is a list of possible ways these 
animals are useful. There may be more than one way each 
animal is useful and more than one animal for each of the 
advantages:

1. Eating decayed vegetation. 
2. Pollination
3. Eating aphids.
4. Eating Midges.
5. Eating slugs.
6. Help to crumble the soil.
7. Eats harmful insects

BUILDING A MOVEABLE STRAWBERRY PLANTER

Now we can get into our gardens, how about building a 
moveable strawberry planter. This is a good way to start 
learning about growing food and what could be nicer than a 
fresh juicy strawberry that you 
have grown and taken care of?

Strawberries can grow well on 
Skye, especially if they are in 
sunny spot. This planter can be 
as tall as you want and moved 
around into a sheltered sunny 
spot as the sun crosses the sky.

Materials: Two, three or four 
large plastic plant pots.

Sharp knife or drill to make holes WITH ADULT HELP AND 
SUPERVISION.

Empty large plastic bottle Compost
Six to eight small strawberry plants for each pot
About half a plant pot of gravel
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Method:

1. Take the first plant pot and ask an adult to cut a series of 
holes about 25mm diameter around the pot as shown in 
the picture. These holes can be round, square, rectangle 
or triangular.

2. Fill the pot with compost up to the first round of holes and 
push the roots of a strawberry 
plant through each hole onto the 
compost. Now cover the roots 
with compost up to the next row of 
holes and push more plants 
through. Cover with more 
compost up to about 40mm from 

the top of the pot. Water each pot before you place one 
pot on the top of another.

3. Repeat this with each of the pots except for the top plant 
pot. This pot should have fewer 
holes than the other pots as 
there will be less room for 
growth. The top plant pot will 
contain a watering devise for all 
the pots once the stack is 
constructed.

4. Cut the base off the plastic bottle and make lots of small 
holes over the surface of the plastic. Put compost into the 

base of the pot and place the 
bottle upside down into the 
compost. The cut edge of the 
bottle should reach just above the 
top of the plant pot. Fill the bottle 
with gravel. Now plant the 
strawberry's around the bottle and 
fill with compost and plants as in 

the other pots. When the planting is complete cover the 
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surface of the pot with the remainder of the gravel. Water 
by filling the bottle with water and letting it trickle through. 
Keep this water well continually wet.

Maybe each pot could have a different type of strawberry 
such as early, middle and late summer.

Good luck and enjoy!

Finally a reminder that the Spring Show will soon be here and it 
would be really great if you could take part. If you look at the 
Spring show schedule at the youth section you will find lots of 
ideas of how you can take part.

Jo-ann Cherry

GROWING POTATOES

Potatoes are probably one of the most widely grown vegetables 
but this does not necessarily mean that it is easy!  Apart from 
the vast number of different varieties there is the added 
confusion of “type” e.g.  “Earlies” or “Main crop”, not to mention 
the different descriptions of texture – e.g. “waxy” or “floury”. 
Once you have negotiated this maze, there is also a vast, and 
vociferous, local knowledge of favourite varieties with those 
with high dry matter (usually described as “floury” or “mealy” 
types) being especially popular with the Highland palate, and 
those with a more waxy texture being favoured by commercial 
processors, catering trade etc. Growing traditional and less 
freely available varieties (sometimes called “Heritage” varieties) 
is certainly worthwhile although they may present the grower 
with other challenges with regards to disease and pest 
resistance.

The main categories of potatoes are First Earlies (also 
known as “new” potatoes as they are the first to be harvested 
(approx. 100-110 days from planting to harvest); Second 


